Introduction
============

Drug discovery is a complex, lengthy and costly procedure. The entire process of bringing a new drug to market takes approximately 15 years, the average cost of which is estimated to be \$1.8 billion \[[@B1]\]. There is an urgent need to develop drugs in a cost efficient way for the benefit of patients and drug developers \[[@B2]\]. One approach to this problem is to identify new uses for existing drugs, known as drug repurposing or repositioning, which can save production cost and time. As existing drugs are normally approved for human use, the identified new use can directly enter phase II clinical trials, saving at least 2 years of time and 40% of the overall cost of the complete procedure \[[@B3]\]. DNA microarray technology enables high-throughput gene expression profiling with a large number of genes assayed simultaneously, which can be used as a powerful tool in drug discovery and clinical medicine \[[@B4]\]. The integration of microarray technology and innovative bioinformatics frameworks, such as connectivity mapping, is particularly useful in facilitating drug repositioning.

Connectivity mapping uses gene expression profiling to connect genes, diseases and small module compounds. It is a process whereby gene expression profiles of cell-line response to drugs are compared to query gene signatures, in order to evaluate similarity and identify potential drugs able to alter the gene signature\'s expression \[[@B5]\]. A functioning connectivity mapping framework includes three major constituents: a reference database, query gene signatures, and a matching algorithm. A **reference database**contains a collection of chemical-induced gene expression profiles, describing chemical-induced reference states. The reference database of the Broad Institute Connectivity Map 02 contains 6100 individual reference profiles for 1309 small molecule compounds, many of which were FDA approved drugs \[[@B6]\]. A **query gene signature**is a list of genes selected from biological experiments investigating a particular biological condition. Differentially expressed genes between disease and normal conditions are often used to form a signature for the disease. Connectivity mapping employs non-parametric pattern **matching algorithms**to compare the gene signature and the reference profiles. As a result of the comparisons, all drug profiles in the reference database will be given a connectivity score range from 1 to -1 representing their connections to the query signature. A drug with the closest profile in the same regulation direction will be the best candidate to enhance the biological condition of the query signature. Conversely, a drug with the closest profile in the opposite regulation direction may be an inhibitor to that condition.

Connectivity mapping was first developed by researchers at the Broad Institute in 2006. Since then, connectivity mapping has been employed in numerous studies, gaining wide recognition in drug discovery and development \[[@B7]\]. It has been applied in a large number of microarray and also next generation sequencing (RNA-Seq) studies for candidate therapeutics identification \[[@B7],[@B8]\]. As an alternative framework of connectivity mapping, statistically significant connections\' map (sscMap) was developed by Zhang and Gant in 2008, which adopted the concept and the reference profile data of the original CMap. In addition, sscMap includes a refined method in the mapping process by calculating p-values at the level of individual reference profiles, which consequently helps to control false positive findings. SscMap has been shown to be an effective and robust framework to achieve high accuracy in identifying potential drugs \[[@B9],[@B10]\]. A GPU-enabled tool cudaMap \[[@B11]\], which implements a parallel computing model of the sscMap algorithms, can greatly reduce the processing time of connectivity mapping.

Connectivity mapping represents a valuable bioinformatic technique to identify potential drugs and to generate new biological hypotheses. Query gene signatures are created by end users as input to connectivity mapping analysis, so signature quality is critically important to the success of the process. However, so far relatively little research has been done on methods for creating high standard gene signatures for connectivity mapping, in particular when they are to be generated from multiple datasets. The limited guidance from the original developers of Connectivity Map suggested that they found gene signatures with between 10 and 500 genes performed well. Users of connectivity mapping normally use their own experience and knowledge to create their own query gene signature.

The general way to compile a gene signature starts with comparison of gene expression between normal and disease tissues, resulting in a list of differently expressed genes (DEGs) as a representation of the disease phenotype. However, the lists of DEGs from various gene expression profiling studies tend to be inconsistent. For the same biological condition, the gene signatures from different datasets can be very different. Some genes may be significant in one dataset but not in the others; the same genes may have different significance levels or even different regulation directions in different datasets. Taking intersection of the lists from independent studies is a common approach to this problem \[[@B12]\], but this overlapping process can often filter out important genes. For example, if a gene is significant across all datasets except one, the overlapping method will exclude this gene. Furthermore, as the number of datasets increases, it may lead to an empty overlapping list because no single gene is significant across all datasets. As more and more data become publicly available, how to take advantage of these data and wisely use them will become more challenging. It will be an important research direction in gene expression profiling to combine gene signatures from diverse research with similar settings to derive a robust and stable representation of the biological conditions of interest.

In this paper, we propose a useful method using signed and normalized ranks to combine results from multiple colorectal cancer datasets. Colorectal cancer is a major disease prevailing worldwide with high mortality. According to 2013 U.S. cancer statistics, the estimated number of new cases and deaths annually for colorectal cancer in the United States are 142,820 and 50,830 respectively. Both the diagnosis and death toll from this disease are among the top three of all cancers\[[@B13]\]. We focus on colorectal cancer with the intention to compile high-quality gene expression signatures to represent the disease, and subsequently apply connectivity mapping to find potential drugs for the treatment of the disease.

Methods
=======

Datasets: Samples and genes selection
-------------------------------------

Datasets GSE21510, GSE41258 and GSE49355 were obtained from the Gene Expression Omnibus(GEO), a public gene expression data repository. These datasets contain both tumour and normal, paired or unpaired, stage I-IV CRC samples, with raw microarray expression data available. We selected only stage II, III, and IV and excluded stage I samples in our study.

Dataset GSE21510 includes in total 148 samples from 104 colorectal cancer patients who had surgical therapy between 2002 to 2007 at Tokyo Medical and Dental University Hospital, Japan \[[@B14]\]. 46 tumour and paired normal samples from 23 patients are available. Excluding 8 (4 pairs) stage I samples, we selected 38 (19 pairs) samples from this dataset: 16 (8 pairs) stage II, 14 (7 pairs) stage III, and 8 (4 pairs) stage IV samples.

Dataset GSE41258 was from the study of Sheffer et al \[[@B15]\] on patients with colonic neoplasia presented at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York between 1992 and 2004. Biological specimens used in the original study included primary colon adenocarcinomas, adenomas and corresponding normal mucosae from patients at a variety of clinical stages. There are 88 paired samples in this dataset, from which we selected 74 paired, stage II-IV samples for our analysis. The selected include 16 stage II, 22 stage III and 36 stage IV samples.

Dataset GSE49355 was from a prospective study at the Institut du Cancer de Montpellier, France during January 2000 and June 2004, which involved 50 colorectal cancer patients. Samples of normal colon, primary colon cancer and hepatic metastasis were collected during surgery and before chemotherapy \[[@B16]\]. We selected 30 paired primary tumour and normal samples from this dataset, all samples were at stage IV.

The platforms used for these datasets were Affymetrix HG-U133A (for GSE41258 and GSE49355) and HG-U133 Plus 2 (for GSE21510), measuring the expression of 22283 and 54675 probe-sets respectively. Between these two platforms, there were 22277 common probesets, and these became the selected genes analyzed in our study.

Data processing and analysis
----------------------------

Raw data and series matrix files of GSE21510, GSE41258 and GSE49355 were downloaded from GEO and extracted with 7zip. Data were normalised and summarised using Bioconductor affy package MAS5 algorithm. Series matrix files were used to extract the clinical information such as phenotypes (normal or tumour) and stages. Samples were further clustered in each dataset according to their stages (2-3 or 4), stage 2 and 3 samples were grouped together as a combined group of 2\*3 and stage 4 samples formed a separate group. As a result, five sub-datasets were created: GSE21510S2\*3 (n = 30), GSE41258S2\*3 (n = 38), GSE21510S4 (n = 8), GSE41258S4 (n = 36) and GSE49355S4 (n = 30). Within each sub-dataset, half of the samples were primary tumours and the other half were the corresponding paired normals. Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the sample and platform information for each dataset.

###### 

Information of datasets used.

  Dataset            Stage   Samples        Platform       TotalGenes   SignificantGenes
  ------------------ ------- -------------- -------------- ------------ ------------------
  GSE21510           2-3     30(15pairs)    HG-U133Plus2   54675        4025
  GSE41258           2-3     38(19pairs)    HG-U133A       22283        929
  GSE21510           4       8(4pairs)      HG-U133Plus2   54675        7
  GSE41258           4       36(18pairs)    HG-U133A       22283        663
  GSE49355           4       30(15pairs)    HG-U133A       22283        1323
  Combined Dataset   2-4     142(71pairs)                  22277        4757

Ranking method
--------------

To identify differentially expressed genes between the two biological conditions, normal versus tumour, we carried out paired-sample T-test on each gene in these datasets individually. As a result, each gene had a p-value from the T-test in each dataset. A stringent threshold p-value was set as 1*/π*~0~*N*, where *N*was the total number of genes analysed (N = 22277), *π*0 the proportion of non-differentially expressed genes, which could be accurately estimated using the Zhang-Gant method \[[@B17],[@B18]\]. Setting such a stringent threshold was to control the expected number of false positives as 1 in multiple testing. All genes in each dataset were then divided into 2 groups: statistically significant group and non-significant group. Genes with a p-value smaller than the threshold were put in the significant group; the rest in the non-significant group.

We developed the following method to combine scores from different datasets and select significant genes. The ranking and scoring of all genes in an individual dataset is described in steps 1-5 below:

1\. All genes in the statistically non-significant group will have 0 score.

2\. Genes in the statistically significant group will have a score from *M*to 1 according to their significance order, the score will be normalised by *M*, where *M*is the number of significant genes identified in each dataset \[see note (a) below\].

3\. The score for the *i*th gene in the ordered list is calculated using the formula:

$$\textsf{Score~=~}\left( {M - i + \textsf{1}} \right)/M$$

4\. Apply a biological significance threshold and set their score to 0 for those genes with a fold change less than 2 in the statistically significant group.

5\. Assign a sign to each score, giving \"+\" if the gene is up-regulated or \"-\" if down-regulated \[see note (b)\].

6\. Sum up the scores of each gene across all datasets, so that each gene has a total score.

7\. Sort all genes according to the absolute value of their total score in descending order, the gene with the highest absolute total score (the most significant gene) will be on the top.

8\. Finally use the gene signature progression procedure (see the following section) with sscMap to decide the signature length.

Note:

\(a\) For different datasets, the number of statistically significant genes *M*is generally not the same. Normalising the scores by *M*makes them comparable across different datasets.

\(b\) Each score contains a sign, so if a gene regulates differently in different datasets, its per-dataset scores will counteract each other and its overall score is reduced.

The purpose of this ranking procedure is to identify genuinely significant genes across all of the datasets. Using this method, an overall top-ranked gene across multiple datasets must consistently have high ranking scores from these datasets, and must also have the same regulation direction in the majority of datasets. Only such genes are guaranteed to retain high overall scores.

Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} lists the top ranked gene in each individual dataset (FXR1, CDH3, COL11A1, HSPH1 and SMPD1), along with their scores in the other datasets. As can be seen from Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, depending on their individual scores across all datasets their overall scores are varied. CDH3 is the top gene in dataset GSE41258S2\*3, but due to its less prominent positions in other datasets, the overall rank for this gene across five datasets is 25. FXR1 is the top gene in GSE21510S2\*3 dataset, and because it is not significant in all other datasets, its overall rank is dropped to 1000. In fact, none of these five genes are in the list of top 20 genes by overall ranking. Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows the top 10 genes by overall ranking. A common feature of these top 10 genes is that each gene is consistently significant (and with the same regulation direction) across all datasets except GSE21510S4, which only returned 7 significant genes due to small sample size and low statistical power.

###### 

Top 1 gene of each dataset and its scores in all other datasets.

  ProbeID       GeneSymbol   GSE21510S2\*3   GSE41258S2\*3   GSE21510S4   GSE41258S4   GSE49355S4   TotalScore   OverallRank
  ------------- ------------ --------------- --------------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ -------------
  201637 s at   FXR1         1               0               0            0            0            1            1000
  203256 at     CDH3         0.6174          1               0            0.9400       0.9983       3.5557       25
  37892 at      COL11A1      0.9990          0.8303          0            1            0.4707       3.3000       64
  206976 s at   HSPH1        0.3651          0.9524          0            0            1            2.3175       262
  216230 × at   SMPD1        -0.6184         -0.8424         -1           0            0            -2.4608      222

###### 

Top 10 genes of the combined signature and their scores in all datasets.

  ProbeID       GeneSymbol   GSE21510S2\*3   GSE41258S2\*3   GSE21510S4   GSE41258S4   GSE49355S4   TotalScore   OverallRank
  ------------- ------------ --------------- --------------- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ -------------
  203908 at     SLC4A4       -0.9933         -0.9847         0            -0.9895      -0.9883      -3.9557      1
  207502 at     GUCA2B       -0.9904         -0.9973         0            -0.9797      -0.9826      -3.9500      2
  207003 at     GUCA2A       -0.9627         -0.9989         0            -0.9822      -0.9513      -3.8951      3
  205480 s at   UGP2         -0.9912         -0.9732         0            -0.9197      -0.9996      -3.8836      4
  205950 s at   CA1          -0.9974         -0.8872         0            -0.9959      -0.9352      -3.8159      5
  212942 s at   KIAA1199     0.9472          0.9962          0            0.8775       0.9926       3.8135       6
  203961 at     NEBL         0.9788          0.9639          0            0.8508       0.9887       3.7821       7
  219909 at     MMP28        -0.9332         -0.9995         0            -0.8856      -0.9613      -3.7796      8
  213766 × at   GNA11        -0.9973         -0.9037         0            -0.9059      -0.9609      -3.7677      9
  202370 s at   CBFB         0.9886          0.8933          0            0.9335       0.9522       3.7676       10

Gene signature progression procedure
------------------------------------

In the construction of a gene signature for connectivity mapping, there are often a large number of genes that passed the threshold p-value and were selected as significant genes. But including all the significant genes in a query signature might not be the best choice to describe the biological condition under study, since this may dilute the critical features of a biological condition. As the purpose of a gene signature is to capture the most important/prominent features of a biological state, we define the optimal signature length as the smallest number of genes from the top of the ranked list to achieve a target number of significant connections. To effectively utilize connectivity mapping, the drug hits in sscMap are used to guide the choice of gene signature length. We implement the following procedure to decide the length of a query signature.

1 First, as in the sscMap framework, we set $E_{f_{p}} = \textsf{1}$ as the expected number of false positives to tolerate among the drug hits. The threshold p-value for declaring significant connection is then set as $E_{{}_{f_{p}}}/N_{c} = \textsf{1}/\textsf{13}0\textsf{9}$, where *Nc*= 1309 is the number of small molecule compounds in the connectivity mapping database.

2 Set the target false discovery rate (FDR) as 0.10 (one in ten risk of false drug hit). The empirical FDR is calculated by $E_{f_{p}}/Ns$, where *N*~s~ is the number of significant drug hits.

3 Start from *m*= 1, where *m*denotes the number of genes included in a query gene signature.

4 Select the top *m*genes from the ranked list obtained from the differential expression analysis with multiple datasets discussed above.

5 Use the gene signature of the top *m*genes to query sscMap, and check how many drugs have significant connections to this query signature. As we are looking for potential drugs to inhibit the disease, we only consider compounds in the desirable direction of action, ie, those with negative connection scores.

6 If $\textsf{FDR} = E_{f_{p}}/N_{s} > 0.\textsf{1}0$, increase the number of genes *m*by 1 and go to step 5.

7 Until FDR becomes *≤*0.10, or the ranked significant genes from differential expression analysis have been exhausted, the process is stopped. At this point, the optimal length of the gene signature and at least 10 top significant drugs will be obtained as the result of gene signature progression.

Results
=======

Significant genes result
------------------------

Paired-sample T-tests were carried out on 5 subdatasets individually. The genes in each dataset were ranked and scored using the methods described. In dataset GSE21510S2\*3, 4025 genes were identified as significant with a non-zero score. GSE41258S2\*3 had 929 significant genes, GSE21510S4 had 7, GSE41258S4 had 663, and GSE49355S4 had 1323. The combined signature had 4757 significant genes with a non-zero score (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). As a result of the ranking and progression procedures described above, the signature with the top 148 genes from the overall ranked list identified 10 significant drugs with a FDR *≤*0.10, which was the pre-set FDR threshold. The supplementary information includes the full list of genes, their scores in individual datasets and their overall scores.

SLC4A4, GUCA2B, KIAA1199 and MMP28 are among the top 10 significant genes in the combined signature. Their differential expression in colorectal cancer have also been reported in the literature. SLC4A4 is the top gene in our combined signature, with the highest absolute overall score, but the sign of the score is negative, which is in agreement with data from the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) showing that SLC4A4 mRNA level is decreased in colon adenocarcinomas \[[@B19]\]. GUCA2B, a gene coding for uroguanylin, has been found to be down regulated by 8-fold in adenoma \[[@B20]\]. It has also been proposed as a noninvasive biomarker for early CRC detection \[[@B21]\]. Moreover, radio-labeled uroguanylin analogs have been used in vivo to detect CRC \[[@B22]\]. KIAA1199 is the sixth significant gene in the combined signature, which is significantly up-regulated in the colorectal cancer tumour sample. It has been found that suppression of KIAA1199 weakens Wnt-signalling and inhibits the proliferation of colon cancer cells \[[@B23]\]. MMP28 (Matrix metalloproteinase 28) is the 8th significant gene in the combined signature with a negative score as it is significantly down-regulated in the colorectal cancer tumour samples. Consistent with our finding here, the downregulation of MMP28 in colorectal cancers has been validated in detailed analysis of MMP gene expression patterns \[[@B24]\]. All these relevant findings suggest that the 148 genes selected from progression procedure play important roles in colorectal cancer, therefore may be considered as potential therapeutic targets for drug development.

Significant drugs result
------------------------

The top 148 genes by the combined ranking formed the the optimal gene signature as determined by the gene signature progression method. This gene signature represented an accurate characterization of colon cancer disease phenotype, which returned from connectivity mapping 10 potential drugs for CRC treatment. These include trichostatin A, vorinostat, HC toxin, sodium phenylbutyrate, mycophenolic acid, irinotecan, etoposide, valproic acid, arachidonic acid, and rifabutin. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of sscMapping using this CRC gene signature, where the significant drug hits are shown as solid red circles above the threshold blue line.

![**Results of sscMapping using the 148-gene signature determined from the gene signature progression procedure**. Each data point represents a compound, with the raw connection score (cscore) or the normalized score (zscore) shown in (A) and (B) respectively. The blue line in the plot corresponds to the position of threshold p-value. Any data points above the blue line are drugs that have significant connections (solid red circles) to CRC gene signature.](1752-0509-9-S5-S4-1){#F1}

To test the robustness of the connections established between the query signature and the drug reference profiles, perturbation method was used to gauge the connection stability in connectivity mapping \[[@B25]\]. Gene signature perturbation analysis was performed with the 148-gene signature; perturbation stability scores were calculated for each drug. Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} shows the ten significant drugs identified and their perturbation stability scores. As shown in this table, six out of ten identified potential drugs received highest stability score 1. These include trichostatin A, vorinostat, HC toxin, sodium phenylbutyrate, mycophenolic acid, and irinotecan. The other four compounds (etoposide, valproic acid, arachidonic acid, and rifabutin) received perturbation stability score less than 1, with a minimum of 74%.

###### 

The connections and perturbation stabilities of the 10 significant drugs obtained for the 148-gene signature.

  Compound                Replicate   cscore   pvalue    zscore   PerturbStability
  ----------------------- ----------- -------- --------- -------- ------------------
  trichostatin A          182         -0.144   5.0E-06   -5.87    1.00
  vorinostat              12          -0.146   1.0E-05   -4.63    1.00
  HC toxin                1           -0.217   5.0E-06   -4.57    1.00
  sodium phenylbutyrate   7           -0.072   5.0E-06   -4.56    1.00
  mycophenolic acid       3           -0.145   2.0E-05   -4.41    1.00
  irinotecan              3           -0.146   1.0E-05   -4.18    1.00
  etoposide               4           -0.087   3.9E-04   -3.34    0.90
  valproic acid           57          -0.036   5.9E-04   -3.19    0.78
  arachidonic acid        3           -0.094   5.8E-04   -3.18    0.77
  rifabutin               3           -0.100   6.3E-04   -3.23    0.74

Among these 10 candidate compounds identified as potential drugs for colorectal cancer, irinotecan and etoposide are currently used to treat colorectal cancer already, pointing to the direction that other candidate compounds on this list are likely to have similar activity or power to treat the disease. To demonstrate the added values in combining multiple datasets, we also carried out connectivity mapping analysis on each dataset individually. The drug results from the combined signature are compared with that from each individual signature in a Venn diagram in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, which was created using jVenn \[[@B26]\]. The itemized drug results are listed in Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}. As can be seen, although irinotecan also appeared in the results of dataset GSE41258S2\*3, only the combined signature has both irinotecan and etoposide on its result list. Therefore, the drug results from the combined signature look much stronger than that from any individual signatures, suggesting that the combined signature provides a higher fidelity representation of the colorectal cancer phenotype.

![**The numbers of drug hits returned using gene signatures from individual datasets and from the combined 148-gene signature**. Note that only the combined gene signature drug list contains both irinotecan and etoposide, which are two existing CRC therapeutic drugs.](1752-0509-9-S5-S4-2){#F2}

###### 

Drug results from combined and individual datasets.

  CombinedSig             GSE41258S2\*3                 GSE21510S2\*3         GSE49355S4             GSE41258S4
  ----------------------- ----------------------------- --------------------- ---------------------- -----------------------
  trichostatin A          irinotecan                    letrozole             methylergometrine      trichostatin A
  vorinostat              sirolimus                     nystatin              vorinostat             HC toxin
  HC toxin                trichostatin A                quipazine             0316684-0000           vorinostat
  sodium phenylbutyrate   scriptaid                     josamycin             nocodazole             rifabutin
  mycophenolic acid       vorinostat                    benzocaine            scriptaid              sodium phenylbutyrate
  irinotecan              camptothecin                  isocorydine           simvastatin            scriptaid
  etoposide               dexamethasone                 metampicillin         morantel               monorden
  valproic acid           LY-294002                     ethisterone           edrophonium chloride   alvespimycin
  arachidonic acid        fludroxycortide               fluticasone           trichostatin A         dexamethasone
  rifabutin               methylbenzethonium chloride   hycanthone            trazodone              tanespimycin
                          sodium phenylbutyrate         tenoxicam             butein                 
                                                        adenosine phosphate                          

Notice that in Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}, there is no drug list for GSE21510S4, because the gene signature from this individual dataset did not return any significant drug hits in our connectivity mapping analysis. Due to the small sample size of this sub-dataset, with only 8 (4 pairs) samples, only 7 genes were identified as DEGs with a non-zero score. Consequently the contribution of this sub-dataset to the final combined signature was rather limited, as demonstrated in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, where GSE21510S4 had no effects. This is actually a desirable characteristic of the multi-dataset method proposed in this paper, because low-powered or under-powered datasets will automatically have less influence on the final combined results.

Discussions
===========

Using multiple CRC datasets, combined with meta-analysis and connectivity mapping, this work was aimed at finding the connections between a molecular signature of colorectal cancer and possible drug treatments. Among the 10 significant drug hits in our list, irinotecan and etoposide are chemotherapy drugs currently being used to treat colon cancer. This illustrates the value of connectivity mapping to extract these complex relationships from public datasets. This would suggest that the molecular signature of colorectal cancer presented here could be a more precise representation of the biological phenotype. The robust connections between colorectal cancer and potential drugs obtained through connectivity mapping could be strong candidates for further investigation.

It is interesting to note that among the 10 candidate drugs, five are histone deacetylase inhibitors: trichostatin A, vorinostat, HC toxin, sodium phenylbutyrate, and valproic acid. Histone deacetylases (HDACs) are enzymes having critical roles in the regulation of gene expression, and they have emerged as promising targets in cancer therapeutics \[[@B27]-[@B29]\], as altered and abnormal expression of HDACs has been discovered in different cancer types and linked to tumour development. HDAC inhibitors have low toxicity against normal cells and a capability to inhibit tumour cell growth at therapeutic concentrations, enabling them to be promising anticancer drugs in early phase clinical trials \[[@B30]\]. More details about these candidate compounds are described below to demonstrate their potential relevance in cancer, particularly in CRC treatment.

1\. Trichostatin A is a classical HDAC inhibitor which has been revealed as a potent anti-cancer drug. A large amount of research has been carried out on trichostatin A and discovered that this compound inhibits the growth of bladder cancer, glioma, lung cancer, and pancreatic cancer cells \[[@B31]-[@B35]\]. It increases the sensitivity of chemotherapy drugs in gastric cancer cell lines \[[@B36]\]. In addition to inducing cell cycle arrest and apoptosis, this compound has function in inhibiting metastasis in colorectal cancer cells \[[@B37],[@B38]\].

2\. Vorinostat (suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid, SAHA) is classified as an HDAC inhibitor and used as an anticancer chemotherapy drug. It blocks the catalytic site of HDACs and has a significant anticancer activity against both hematologic and solid tumours. This compound causes growth arrest and induces apoptosis in a number of cancer cells, but with little or no toxic effects on normal cells \[[@B39]\]. It has undergone initial evaluation in Phase I clinical trial for patients with solid and hematologic malignancies \[[@B40],[@B41]\], and was approved for treating cutaneous T-cell lymphoma \[[@B42]\].

3\. Helminthosporium carbonum (HC)-toxin is an HDAC inhibitor in many organisms, including plants, insects, and mammals \[[@B43]\]. HC-toxin inhibits the malignant phenotype of primary neuroblastoma (NB) cells as well as established NB cell lines. It causes a shift to a benign and differentiated phenotype of NB cells via activating the retinoblastoma (RB) tumour suppressor network\[[@B44]\].

4\. Sodium phenylbutyrate is an aromatic fatty acid known to be B-oxidized in vivo to phenylacetate, and is used to treat urea cycle disorders \[[@B45],[@B46]\]. Sodium phenylbutyrate is an HDAC inhibitor under investigation as an anti-cancer agent, and in clinical trials of hemoglobinopathies, motor neuron diseases, and cystic fibrosis \[[@B46]\].

5\. Mycophenolic acid (MPA) is an immunosuppressant drug used for the prevention of acute graft rejection in organ transplantation \[[@B47]\]. Through diverse molecular pathways and biological processes, MPA has an active role in anticancer activities \[[@B48]\]. This drug inhibits inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase (IMPDH) up-regulated in many tumours, and consequently inhibits proliferation, fibroblast and endothelial cell migration and induces apoptosis in cancer cells \[[@B49]\].

6\. Irinotecan (Camptosar, Pfizer) is mainly used in colon cancer, particularly in combination with other chemotherapy agents. Irinotecan is the second line chemotherapy for advanced stage colorectal cancer. After surgical resection and adjuvant chemotherapy, the combination of oxaliplatin and 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) is used as first line treatment if colorectal cancer recurrence or metastasis occurred. Irinotecan is commenced if first line treatment failed and cancer progresses \[[@B50],[@B51]\].

7\. Etoposide (etoposide phosphate) is the first agent recognised as a topoisomerase II inhibiting anticancer drug. It derived from podophyllum plant which was found having antitumour activity against leukaemia. Approved by FDA because of its confirmed potent antineoplastic activity \[[@B52]\], etoposide is a widely used agent to treat various cancers including lung cancer, leukemias, non-Hodgking\'s lymphoma, testicular cancer, Kaposi\'s sarcoma, soft tissue sarcomas, and neuroblastoma. It is a standard therapy component to treat small cell lung cancer, testicular cancers and lymphomas \[[@B52],[@B53]\]. The combination of etoposide and cisplatin is active in advanced CRCs and has been considered as a default option for treating patients with high-grade neuroendocrine tumours of the colon and rectum \[[@B53],[@B54]\].

8\. Valproic acid (VPA) is an HDAC inhibitor primarily used in the treatment of epilepsy and bipolar disorder \[[@B55]\]. It has been recognized as a promising anticancer drug with abundant literature support. For example, it was reported recently that the long term use of this compound is associated with reduced risk of head and neck cancer \[[@B56]\]. VPA has been suggested to play an important role in enhancing radiotherapy sensitivity of colon cancer cells, particularly with wildtype p53 genotype \[[@B57]\]. Through the down-regulation of the amyloid precursor protein, this compound inhibits proliferation of pancreatic and colon cancer cells \[[@B58]\].

9\. Arachidonic acid (ARA) is a polyunsaturated fatty acid, whose metabolism plays important roles in cancer biology. The addition of exogenous ARA leads to growth inhibition and apoptosis of cancer cells including colon cancer cells \[[@B59],[@B60]\]. Although the detailed mechanism has yet to be fully understood on how high levels of ARA induces apoptosis, it is clear that if the metabolic pathways that consume ARA (and hence lower its level) are coordinately activated, tumour growth is then promoted \[[@B59]\] through apoptotic escape \[[@B60]\]. These suggest that either ARA itself or specific inhibitors of ARA-metabolizing pathways may conform to some therapeutic benefit.

10\. Rifabutin is a bactericidal antibiotic drug primarily used to treat tuberculosis as first-line treatment. It is among the list of anti-tuberculosis medicines recommended by the World Health Organization (the 18th WHO Model List of Essential Medicines April 2013) for use in patients with HIV receiving protease inhibitors \[[@B61]\]. Rifabutin has shown high efficacy in treating Helicobacter pylori infection, which is associated with a range of upper gastrointestinal diseases including gastric cancer \[[@B62]\]. Rifabutin has also been studied for treating Crohn\'s Disease, a type of incurable inflammatory bowel disease that may affect any part of the gastrointestinal tract including colon and rectum \[[@B63],[@B64]\].

Conclusions
===========

The methods and procedure we have developed in this paper can serve as a paradigm for successful applications of connectivity mapping to identify promising candidate therapeutics in human diseases, and in particular cancers. On the one hand, the promising results we obtained suggest that genes on the signature list are highly relevant to colorectal cancer and they might be used as therapeutic targets in developing new treatments for the disease. On the other hand, the concept of connectivity mapping suggests that the drugs on the result list are likely to share some common molecular mechanisms in their actions against the disease. The fact that irinotecan and etoposide are currently used chemotherapeutic agents in colon cancer indicates that other drugs may also have similar activities or potentials.

In this work, we have used the CMap02 reference profiles as the core database to demonstrate the application of our methods in colorectal cancer. Recently, the LINCS project at the Broad Institute has massively expanded the compound collection to over 20,000, tested on 15 types of cells, generating over 1 million perturbation profiles. In principal, the methods developed here can be similarly applied using the expanded LINCS data as the reference database, which is likely to return additional drug connections to the CRC gene signature. With ongoing research in systems biology and bioinformatics addressing challenges presented by big data, it will become feasible to fully utilize the LINCS data and integrate them into the sscMap connectivity mapping framework.

In conclusion, the encouraging results obtained in the present study indicate that the multi-dataset method we proposed is an effective and robust way to generate high quality gene signatures for connectivity mapping, and the publication of the gene signature and drug hits obtained here will be beneficial to systems biology, cancer bioinformatics research communities and beyond.
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